Seminars - Printed and Available:
- SEM-1-09 Maintenance
- SEM-2-09 Codes & Standards
- SEM-3-09 Lighting Economics
- SEM-4-09 Lighting Controls for Non-Residential Buildings
- SEM-5-11 Lighting Calculation Terms and Methods
- SEM-7-11 Light & Health
- SEM-8-11 Electricity for Lighting Practitioners

Seminars - To be Available Last Quarter 2011:
- SEM-6-11 Daylighting
- SEM-X-11 Vision & Color
- SEM-X-11 Luminaires & Optics
- SEM-X-11 Lighting Design Process – Interiors
- SEM-x-12 Lamps & Ballasts

Recorded Webcasts (on Education webpage www.ies.org/education):
- DOE Webinars
- DOE Commercial Lighting Solutions: Overview
- DOE Commercial Lighting Solutions: Technical Demonstration
- Daylighting Fundamentals (sponsored by ECW-fee required)
- Daylighting in the Midwest: Tools and Analysis
- Greentech Media: SmartGrid HAN Strategy 2011
- Specifying LED products: Guidelines and Criteria

Recorded IES Webcasts:
- Color 1, 2, 3
- Future IES Webcasts:
- Daylighting (series of 5)
- LED’s – the basics
LC Study Group

Update as sponsored by IES NYC:

- Ten (10) are attending live in NYC.
- Fifty (50) total are registered to participate in the group.
- Participants are from 3 countries (U.S., Canada, and India) representing 22 IES Sections, 16 U.S. states, and 1 Canadian Province.
- Each webcast was recorded to accommodate participants in other time zones; some are only watching the recordings while many have commented that attending live and then reviewing the recording is ideal.
- Video feed showing the speaker is preferred and participants feel better connected to the group. Depending upon the webcast provider, this is not always easy to provide.
- IESNYC estimates $1700 will be “paid back” to other Sections through the profit-sharing agreement announced in August.
- IESNYC already has a waiting list of six people for 2012.